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Abstract : Interest in the study of evolution, particularly the population gene
molecular aspects, has been very marked in recent years and is likely to con
engendered to a considerable extent by the remarkable advances in knowle
molecular mechanisms of inheritance. Although this book is intended primar
advanced undergraduates in the biological sciences, the scope and style of i
make it a very suitable source of evolutionary enlightenment for any potenti
the necessary background knowledge to understand its contents. Professor
Smith assumes in readers some basic knowledge of classical genetics and e
algebra, the meaning of differentiation in calculus, and some basic probability

statistics, but as he writes - "if you can't stand algebra, keep out of evolution
is thus a book about the mechanisms of evolution. T he first six chapters dea
with evolution by natural selection (Darwin, Lamarck et al.), population model
diploid populations (Hardy-Weinberg, etc.), variability of natural populations,
more than one locus and quantitative genetics ( V = VG + VE, etc.). T he next ch
with the topic for which the author is best known, namely evolutionary game
T here follow chapters on the following: finite and structured populations (inb
genetic drift, neutral molecular evolution, etc.); evolution in structured popul
prokaryotes and the eukaryote genome; sex and recombination and some g
consequences of separation into sexes; and a final chapter on macroevolutio
problems to be solved at the end of chapters (with answers at the end of th
some mathematical derivations and other factual material are separated from
text in boxes. An unusual but praiseworthy feature is the addition of comput
the end of some chapters. T hese can be carried out on a microcomputer. An
feature is that the subject index has the pagination of definitions in bold face
from the publisher's information in the book's preliminary pages that a reprin
required in the year of publication. T his does not surprise me, as the book is
produced, competitively priced, and gives an authoritative, up-to-date treatm
main topics of current thought and research on evolutionary genetics.
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